
Unlocking the creative potential of museums 

Jodie Bishop, Public Art Officer 



Aim:

• Unlock the creative potential of 
museums by collaborating with 
contemporary artists

Through:

• Practice-based learning -
commissioning contemporary 
artists and innovative audience 
engagement 

• Knowledge exchange and 
network building between  
museums and artists 

New Expressions: Ambition 



New Expressions 1

Dail Behennah - Labelled

490 suspended labels, each made of enamel printed with a label from natural history specimens 

belonging to the museum. The labels hung in three layers forming a circle over 2m wide. 

The circle was punctuated by red enamel labels indicating endangered or extinct species.



New Expressions 2 

Clare Twomey - Plymouth Porcelain: A New Collection

A new collection of porcelain objects that come from Plymouth –

representing a continuation of the city’s collections in the everyday 

lives of Plymothians.



New Expressions 3: 2014-2015

Practice-based learning through collaboration:

• 3 Regions – North, Midlands, South West 

• 9 Stakeholder museums

• 6 New Opportunities Awards

Knowledge exchange and 

network building:

• Peer-to-peer network (‘family’) 

events for the programme 

participants 

• Open events for arts and 

heritage sectors, and national 

network development



New Expressions 3

Philip Eglin : YorkEmma Smith : Tyntesfield

John Wood & Paul Harrison

Bristol

Chris Watson : Exeter Uta Kogelsberger : Cumbria

Poolman & Rowe: Birmingham Sean Griffiths : Lyme ParkYelena Popova : Warwickshire



HEAVY ROCK | PLYMOUTH SOUND

KEITH HARRISON

featuring a new score by Will Gregory

A New Expressions 3 commission

for Plymouth City Museum and Art Gallery



CREATIVE RISK TAKING: 

Commissioning one-off outdoor events 



RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT

Creative Risk #1: Choosing the artist

- Invitation to Keith 

- A clear rationale

- NE3 a new way of working



RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT

Creative Risk #2: Open brief



RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT

Creative Risk #3: The site





Creative Risk #4: Building new partnerships









DELIVERY

Creative Risk #6: External interpretation



DELIVERY

Creative Risk #7: Engagement

How we will we explain what’s happening?

- Continue our commitment to culture

- Build on relationship with HE institutions 

- Work with people with dementia

- Be part of the 2015 Plymouth History Festival











History Festival 2015

-Change of focus 

-Building momentum and interest

- Art bites

- Artist talk

- Archive links 



IT’S BACK ON!



Creative Risk #8: Logistics and timescale



TELLING THE STORY

- Café Gallery Display 

- Plymouth Port and Place display 

-VIP Reception 

- Live Event

- Exhibition at KARST





DELIVERY

Creative Risk #9: Promoting the ‘unknown’

- Complex project 

- Short timescale

- Digital / Social / Public Relations

- Targeted approach











DELIVERY

Our Flotilla: 

- 10 boats and 4 ribs

- 8 paddle boarders

- 4 canoeists

- a small fleet of rowers from the Mayflower 

Offshore Rowing Association

- a small fleet of kayakers from the Port of 

Plymouth Canoeing Association

- a fleet from the Plymouth & Devon Schools 

Sailing Association



DELIVERY

Creative Risk #10: Will it happen?

-Reputational Risk

-Working with the elements

-‘Plan B’

- Having the confidence to try again

To be continued……….





Plan B…..and C!



Impact : Museums

The creative collaborations brought undervisited collections into the public eye,

introduced fresh perspectives and opened up new dialogues between the historic and 

the contemporary.

Eight out of 10 participating museums agreed that their project helped them to open 

up their collections and spaces.

“It’s hard to tell the story of a structure two miles out to sea. The artist’s recent interaction 

with it gives us a new hook to captivate future visitors”

Nigel Overton, Plymouth City Museum and Art Gallery

“The artists have managed to bring comedy to what can sometimes be viewed as a boring 

and specialist subject”

Bristol Museums, Galleries and Archives



Impact :  Artists 

New Expressions 3 and the New Opportunities Award (NOA) scheme challenged artists 

to work on different scales, with new materials, and to make some of their most 

imaginative and exciting work to date.

Eight out of nine artists said their project had stretched them creatively and seven out 

of nine said that it had stretched them critically. Some deepened continuing investigations 

while others pursued new ideas and knowledge. 

Others still developed their working processes in new social contexts.

“Through this project I have incorporated new materials into the way that I work as well as 

having the opportunity to consider how my work can function over longer timeframes”

Emma Smith, artist, worked with Tyntesfield (National Trust)

“It’s quite interesting what comes out when you’re not working with things that you’re usually used 

to working with – that’s sometimes when the most unexpected,

surprising and interesting works come out, so it’s really pushed me”

Uta Kögelsberger, artist, worked with CumbriaMuseum Consortium



THANK YOU


